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Background:  Although positron emission tomography (PET) is commonly used to evaluate cardiac sarcoidosis (CS), the relationship between PET 
findings and clinical outcomes has not been explored. We sought to relate diagnostic patterns on PET imaging to adverse events (AE) in patients 
referred for evaluation of suspected CS.
Methods:  We studied 125 consecutive pts referred for PET using 18F-flurodeoxyglucose (FDG) [to assess for inflammation] and 82Rubidium [to 
evaluate for perfusion defects (PD)] following a high fat / low carbohydrate diet. Blind reads of cardiac PET categorized findings as (a) normal - no 
PD / no or non-specific FDG (b) positive PD or FDG (c) positive PD and FDG. Death or sustained VT were ascertained by medical records, defibrillator 
interrogation, patient interviews.
Results:  Among the 125 pts (age 52±11; males 58%, mean EF 46%±16%), 49 (39%) had normal or non-specific and 76 (61%) abnormal cardiac 
PET findings. Over a mean follow-up 17 months, there were 38 (30%) AE including 10 (8%) deaths. Cardiac PET findings were useful in identifying pts 
with AE (figure). Presence of both a PD and abnormal FDG was associate with HR=2.7 (p<.01) even after adjusting for age and EF. Japanese criteria 
were positive in 31% of pts but had no significant association with AE.
Conclusions:  The presence of focal PD and FDG uptake on cardiac PET, reflecting inflammation, identifies patients at higher risk of death or VT. 
These findings offer significant value beyond Japanese clinical criteria or ejection fraction.
 
